Vishnu Anil
AIAS – New York Institute of Technology Old Westbury
1304 Belmont Avenue
New Hyde Park, New York, 11040
October 31, 2016

Ms. Danielle Mitchell, Assoc. AIA
Chair of Elections Committee
American Institute of Architecture Students
1735 New York Ave.
NW, Washington, DC
Dear Ms. Mitchell :
I am writing to declare my intention in running for the Northeast Quad Director Position for the 2017-2018
year. I hope you consider my qualifications, accomplishments and experience in leading my school’s AIAS
chapter and by being an active leader over the past three years.
My attached resume outlines my involvement in the field of architecture with related organizations and
events.. I have researched and considered the position to understand the caliber of dedication and
responsibility required to be part of this national organization. I feel confident that this is the right path for
me and, If elected I plan to use my skills and ambition to contribute to your organization to the best of my
ability.

Thank you,

Vishnu Anil
AIAS Chapter President
New York Institute of Technology
School of Architecture and Design
Old Westbury Campus

1304 Belmont Avenue
New Hyde Park, New York, 11040
1-516-606-6729 | www.linkedin.com/in/vishnu-anil-architect
vanil@nyit.edu

VISHNU ANIL
SUMMARY

PROFESSIONAL
ACHIEVEMENTS

5 years of experience with fixture manufacturing and design, architectural development and
marketing coordination. Significant experience in college organizations such as American
Institute of Architecture Students, NYIT Interior Design, Freedom by Design and Student
Government Association.

ORGANIZATION INVOLVEMENT
2016-2017 Chapter President of AIAS NYIT Old Westbury
-

Charge of fundraising and contacts with our supporters and alumni of
NYIT while working directly with the School of Architecture and Design

-

Student representative at Alumni Events and Faculty Events

-

Co-Director of the new Editorial Department in NYIT to draft, design
and create a student showcase magazine for the academic year

-

Provided support and aid to the accreditation process with the Dean of
Architecture.

2015-2016 Vice President of AIAS NYIT Old Westbury
-

Contacted different companies and firms to give lectures, tours and
host special events

-

Designed model making workshops for freshman students as
requested by NYIT Faculty

-

Led the Forum 2015 San Francisco Trip with successful funding and the
2016 Forge Quad Trip with a 55% increase in attendance.

2014-2015 Project Manager of Freedom by Design
-

Worked with the Director on assembling students and keeping a
steady progress on the project

-

Staying in contact with local builders and architects on the project

2013-2014 Senator of Student Government Association AIAS/FBD
-

In charge of working with SGA and coordinating with the AIAS and FBD
organizations in conjunct with NYIT

-

Preparing and setting up Open House events, club fairs and
recruitment for the club at NYIT

AWARDS AND ACHEIVEMENTS
2014-2015 5th place in NYIT Cradle of Aviation Design Competition
-

Led Design Team with fellow 2nd Year Students to create a new
workspace for the Cradle of Aviation Team. Won 5th Place in the
competition with NYIT Students and Alumni

2012- 2013 ACEMENTOR High school Design Scholarship
-

Led design team of high school students and created a skyscraper in
New York City. Delivered speech and presentation for the project on
behalf of team. Awarded 2000$ scholarship from JCP Morgan Chase

PROJECTS AND ACCOMPLISMENTS
2016 – 2017 Appointed team member for the Restoration of Villa Stein
-

SKILLS

Special Course working with Judith Dimaio and Pierre Antoine Gatier
on restoring Corbusier’s Villa Stein in Paris France with five other
hand-picked students by NYIT Architecture Department.

Proficient in AutoCAD, Revit, Rhino, and Inventor
Proficient in Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign and Lightroom
Experience in Design, Marketing, Manufacturing and Leadership

WORK HISTORY

LEAD DESIGNER, VISUAL MILLWORK & FXT MFG, WOODSIDE, NEW YORK
July 2016 – Current
ARCHITECTURAL INTERN, PHILIP TOSCANO ARCHITECTS, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
January 2014 – May 2016
CUSTOMER SERVICE SPECIALIST, JCPENNY, OLDWESTBURY, NEWYORK
June 2012 – December 2014

EDUCATION

B. ARCH, NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, OLD WESTBURY, NEW YORK, 2013-2018
3.6 GPA Accepted into the five-year thesis program. Studying design, construction and
program/visualization. Teachers assistant for freshmen hand drafting/ hand drawing classes.
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Vishnu Anil

November 6, 2016
Ms. Danielle Mitchell, Assoc. AIA
Chair of Elections Committee
American Institute of Architecture Students
1735 New York Ave NW,
Washington, DC 20006
Re: Vishnu Anil Application for Northeast Quad Director 2017-18

I am writing this letter of recommendation in support of Vishnu Anil application for the
Northeast Quad Director 2017-18.
I have known Vishnu as a student and student leader for the over three years. He currently
serves as the NYIT Old Westbury AIAS Chapter President, was vice president last year,
was project manager for Freedom by Design in 2014-15 and was NYIT Student
Government Senator in 2013-14.
As Chair of the School of Architecture and Design and AIAS Faculty Advisor, we work
together for not only AlAS events, but for our community, for student competitions, and for
organization of lecture and social events. I have had many discussions with Vishnu, he is
a thoughtful, analytical thinker, and researcher. He is an asset to our school and an asset
to our AIAS chapter.
While I have not had him in my design studio, but I have closely watched Vishnu’s
development. He excels in design studio and in his supporting coursework. He is devoted
to his work and to the exploration of new ideas. His thoughtful and articulate response to
tough problems is always artful and this attitude extends into all aspects of drawing,
sketching, model making, presentation and computer aided design skills, all of which are
exemplary. This makes him a model student.
Vishnu will succeed as an architect. His natural talents along with his curiosity and tenacity
will serve him well not only as a student, but into the profession. His desire to excel, to be
challenged, willingness to learn and ability to work with and encourage others, makes him
an excellent candidate for Northeast Quad Director 2017-18.
I hope this letter supports him well. I cannot think of a finer candidate.

Sincerely,

Robert Cody, AIA, LEED AP
Associate Professor
Chairperson, School of Architecture and Design, Old Westbury
New York Institute of Technology Northern Blvd., P.O. Box 8000, Old Westbury, NY 11568-8000

nyit.edu 516.686.1000

Elections Questionnaire
1. Describe your origin story as a student leader.
Involvement was important to me as a kid, because growing up in a strict-cultured family I
was never allowed to join a lot of things. I grew up as an introverted child until my junior year
when my teacher elected me as the leader for our SkillsUSA architecture team. It was a small
group that didn’t go anywhere but the more I pursued it, the more involved I got and we
started participating in competitions and fundraisers for charities. In my freshmen year, I was
invited to join the AIAS chapter at Old Westbury, and of course I took the opportunity
because I had a lot more freedom then I did in high school. Learning from the trips and the
leaders I became passionate for architecture and ran for leadership. A board member of AIAS
has a great connection with alumni, faculty and I utilized it to further my education and
expand my knowledge. I always urge the new generation of students to get interested and
consider joining the team because there is never a great deal of pressure running the AIAS
chapter. Leadership is always paired with collaboration and you not only have your students
but you have a lot of faculty and professional support to help you lead your chapter to
success. My advice is to take the leap, because if you are passionate for your profession you
will be successful as a leader.
2. What one issue do you personally find important?
My intention to run for Quad Director is based on the purpose to increase, expand and
advocate for student engagement. The most important skill and successful events I have seen
were programs that brought students and opportunity to design build for their community or
create projects that were built for the school. We as students of architecture learn a lot more
when it comes to working in the field, and as someone who has participated in these events it
has helped me grow as a professional and an active member of society. As part of the National
Board of Directors, I would like to reach out to different organizations such as ACEmentor
and SkillsUSA to connect college architecture students with high school architecture students
and to bring them together to build projects for the community. I also would love to push the
Freedom by Design program by creating circles of successful chapters with new chapters to
help bring everyone to the same level of success throughout the country. Our chapters each
have their problems and success, so connecting them together can help bring solutions.

3.

How would you use your position on the Board to better connect and engage our
geographically and culturally diverse membership?

The most successful part about AIAS is the fact that our organization is culturally diverse, and
if elected I would use my position to host calls that connect different presidents from various
areas of the Northeast to talk about events that are happening in their school or community.
Living in New York, we have many different events held by the AIA which our chapter
attends and some events that require admission, in which are waived for our members. The
local AIA chapters are always happy to make it easy for AIAS members to participate, and so
being able to bring chapters from different states to network and interact with architects from
other areas will be a great way to promote engagement. I would utilize local competitions and
expand their word throughout AIAS bringing more students to be able to design is areas they
have never had a chance to think about!
4.

Describe one area in which you see an untapped opportunity for the AIAS

Social Impact Design. It is one of the greatest programs I have participated in and something I
truly want to bring to the AIAS. The program I was a part of worked in Dakar, Senegal where
they decided to build a new technological wall structure. The team would visit the area to
conduct research and further design principals. Not only did we get involved with another
country but we have two other schools participate and work with us on completing the
project. If we can use the AIAS to connect different schools to these projects we can get better
involvement for the students and let them be more engaged with a global perspective of
architecture and design. Social Impact projects are incredible allowing one to start looking at
different styles and structures of architecture in different parts of the world and the
knowledge is a gold mine. AIAS will be a great source of connection and my end goal would
likely to have us can participate or have students can attend international design/architecture
conferences.
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